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DATABASE PROCESSING METHOD 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a database process 
ing System and method. In particular, the present invention 
relates to a database processing method that allows the user 
to define a data type and operations thereof. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Currently, standards (SQL3) (ISO and ANSI stan 
dards) for a database language (SQL) have commenced. An 
ADT (Abstract Data Type) is one of the main features of the 
SQL3 standards. The ADT is a data type defined by the user, 
adopting an object oriented concept. Operations of the ADT 
are defined by the user as a method (or a function or a 
procedure). The ADT can have a complex structure. Opera 
tions of the ADT (ie. its accompanying functions) are 
included in the definition as ADT functions. The definition 
of the ADT prescribes specifications of attributes (groups) 
and operations of a group prescribing their operations. 
0003. An ADT function for generating a new instance of 
the ADT is a constructor function. An access to an attribute 
of the ADT is made by using an observer function while a 
modification is made by a mutator function. The SQL itself 
can be used in the definition of Such a function. Such a 
function can also be defined by using a general program 
ming language Such as C. The definition written in the 
programming language is then compiled into an external 
module which can then be specified. Relations between such 
modules and the ADT functions are described in ADT 
definition statements for defining the ADT. A module is the 
format of an internal expression of an ADT function. As a 
general implementation, pieces of ADT definition informa 
tion are controlled by a database management System as 
dictionary information as is the case with table definitions. 
0004 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a typical configu 
ration of a database management System having a mecha 
nism for calling a module related to an ADT function. 
0005. In a relational database management system, the 
SQL is a non-procedural language. Therefore, first of all, a 
user inquiry 2 is analyzed to determine an internal process 
ing procedure prior to execution. Before the user inquiry 2 
is executed, a preprocess processing 10 analyzes the user 
inquiry and determines an internal processing procedure. AS 
an embodiment of the internal processing procedure, an 
execution procedure command package 30 is used. In the 
case of a user inquiry 2 with an ADT function described 
therein, ADT defining information 200 stored in a dictionary 
is referenced in the analysis of the user inquiry 2 and 
embedded module calling information 40 on a related 
embedded module 90 for implementing the ADT function is 
added to the execution procedure command package 30. 
0006. In execution control during the execution of the 
user inquiry 2, a DB (database) access function 70 in charge 
of the actual DB acceSS processing is used in accordance 
with the execution procedure command package 30 in order 
to process the user inquiry 2. If execution of the ADT 
function is requested in the execution procedure command 
package 30, the related embedded module 90 is called as 
shown by an arrow. The calling of the related embedded 
module 90 is based on the embedded module calling infor 
mation 40. 
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0007 As an example, the processing of the following 
SQL Statement is explained. 

O008) SELECT NAME, AGE (MOTHER) FROM 
CLASS A WHERE AGE (MOTHER)<25 
0009. The above SQL statement is a request to retrieve 
names (on a NAME column) of a table CLASSA of mothers 
(which is a MOTHER-column attribute) younger than 25 
years along with the ages of the mothers. The data type of 
the MOTHER column is a person type which has an age 
returning AGE ADT function defined for it. The AGE ADT 
function is implemented by invoking a p person calculate 
embedded module. 

0010. In the user inquiry processing for the above SQL 
statement, a piece of line data is retrieved and the AGE ADT 
function is applied to the data on the MOTHER column. 
Namely, the p person calculate embedded module is called 
to evaluate the WHERE clause. The result of the evaluation 
is used to determine whether or not the name is fetched from 
the NAME column. Then, the processing is continued to the 
next piece of line data. AS described above, the conventional 
ADT function is positioned as an evaluation function for 
ADT data of one line in an SQL statement. Thus, in the 
conventional database management System, processing is 
carried out on pieces of data Sequentially one piece after 
another. 

0011 AS described above, an operation defined by the 
user can be implemented by merely specifying an ADT 
function for the operation in an SQL statement. That is to 
say, the specification of the ADT function in an SQL 
Statement produces a module calling trigger on which the 
operation is executed. In the case of the method described 
after the SELECT clause in the above SQL statement, the 
ADT function is applied to lines Sequentially one after 
another which are selected by the WHERE clause. As for the 
phrase described after the WHERE clause, the ADT function 
is applied for generating timing or a module calling trigger 
for returning values (the name of a mother and her age) 
which is determined by a conditional judgment, that is, an 
age below 25 years. To view it from a different standpoint, 
at any rate, there is no module calling trigger for executing 
an ADT function defined by the user but the explicit descrip 
tion of the ADT function in an SQL statement. 

0012. On the other hand, for evaluation (search) peculiar 
to an ADT or high speed evaluation (Search), the use of 
index data dedicated for the ADT is conceivable. This index 
data used specially for the ADT is not limited to the B-tree 
indeX data generally used as a means for Speeding up a 
Search operation in the ordinary database management Sys 
tem. Instead, a variety of information groups or the like 
required for implementing an ADT function are included. 

0013 If dedicated index data is used in the ADT function, 
however, a change in ADT data makes it necessary to update 
the dedicated indeX data accordingly. Not only is it neces 
Sary to operate dedicated indeX data in accordance with a 
description of an ADT function in an SQL statement, but the 
dedicated indeX data must also be manipulated in the event 
of an operation such as INSERT and DELETE to process 
ADT data without using an ADT function, on a module 
calling trigger Such as a System start or a System completion 
and on a module calling trigger Such as a transaction Start or 
a transaction completion. In addition, the execution of an 
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embedded module for implementing a built-in search (evalu 
ation) function by using dedicated index data does not 
necessarily involve processing of pieces of data Sequentially 
one after another as in the internal processing of the con 
ventional ADT function. It is also possible to think of 
dedicated indeX data which Summarizes data Satisfying a 
certain Search (evaluation) condition and returns the Sum 
marized data as a Set for the condition. In this case, it is not 
necessary to execute the corresponding embedded module as 
many times as pieces of data in the database to be evaluated 
(to find out if the data meets a condition). Instead, the 
corresponding embedded module needs to be executed only 
once. The amount of overhead for the execution, that is, the 
amount of overhead for calling the embedded module can 
thus be reduced. 

0.014. If an attempt is made to implement a function using 
dedicated index data in the ADT frame of the present state 
of the art, the following problems arise: 

0.015 (1) Since execution of the ADT function is the 
only module calling trigger for maintaining dedicated 
indeX data, the number of module calling triggerS is not 
Sufficient. 

0016 (2) The internal processing of the ADT function 
is limited to processing of a piece of data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.017. The present invention addresses the problems 
described above. It is thus an object of the present invention 
to provide a mechanism for executing a user defined ADT 
function (to be implemented by an embedded module 
assigned to the ADT function) on module calling triggers 
other than the execution of the ADT function described in an 
SQL statement. It is another object of the present invention 
to provide a mechanism that, by creating a proper execution 
procedure command package, an embedded module imple 
menting an ADT function can be executed even if the 
function is defined in a format to return execution results as 
a Set. 

0.018. In order to solve the problems described above, the 
present invention provides a database management System 
including the following: 

0019 a means which is used for storing information 
on an evaluation Style for an embedded module 
implementing the operation of a specific data type 
defined by the user and information on module 
calling triggers for calling the embedded module in 
the database management System at the time the 
Specific data type is defined by the user; 

0020 a means which is used for selection of either 
a procedure for carrying out evaluation by a call to 
an embedded module for each line or a procedure for 
acquiring a plurality of evaluation results by one 
time calling of an embedded module based on the 
information on an evaluation Style at the time an 
execution procedure command package is created; 

0021 a means which is used for addition of infor 
mation on the embedded module to be called on its 
module calling triggerS based on the information on 
module calling triggers for calling the embedded 
module to the execution procedure command pack 
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age at the time a user inquiry made by the user is 
analyzed and an execution procedure is defined; and 

0022 a means which is used for calling the embed 
ded module on module calling triggerS Specified by 
the information on the embedded module added to 
the execution procedure command package at the 
time database processing is carried out in accordance 
with the execution procedure command package. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 The above and other objects, features as well as 
many of attendant advantages of the present invention will 
be readily appreciated in View of the following figures 
showing embodiments of the present invention wherein: 
0024 FIG. 1 is a functional diagram showing the typical 
processing of a database management System to which the 
present invention is applied; 
0025 FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of the structure 
of embedded module defining information provided by the 
present invention; 
0026 FIG. 3 is a flowchart of typical processing of an 
ADT function analysis provided by the present invention; 
0027 FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a typical flow of a 
non-ADT function called embedded module analysis pro 
vided by the present invention; 
0028 FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a typical flow of a process 
of creating an execution procedure command package 
according to the present invention; 
0029 FIG. 6 illustrates a typical execution procedure 
command package; 
0030 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a typical flow of processing 
to call an embedded module, 
0031 FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram used for describ 
ing typical processing of a Search operation to which the 
present invention is applied; 
0032 FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram used for describ 
ing typical processing of another Search operation to which 
the present invention is applied; 
0033 FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram used for 
describing typical processing of an insert operation to which 
the present invention is applied; 
0034 FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram used for 
describing typical commit processing to which the present 
invention is applied; and 
0035 FIG. 12 is a diagram showing a typical configu 
ration of a database processing method having conventional 
ADT functions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0036) The present invention will become more apparent 
from the following detailed description of Some preferred 
embodiments with reference to accompanying diagrams 
showing the embodiments. 
0037 First of all, the concept of the present invention is 
explained by referring to FIG. 1. During preproceSS pro 
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cessing 10 in a database management System 1 provided by 
the present invention, one of two execution procedures is 
Selected in accordance with information on an evaluation 
style of an embedded module implementing an ADT func 
tion included in a user inquiry 2. According to one of the 
execution procedures, evaluation results of an embedded 
module are processed Sequentially one set after another to be 
returned as a Set. According to the other execution proce 
dures, on the other hand, pieces of data are evaluated by an 
embedded module Sequentially one piece after another. An 
execution procedure command package is then created in 
accordance with the Selected execution procedure. In user 
inquiry execution processing 11, ADT functions are 
executed by calling embedded modules associated with the 
ADT functions in accordance with the execution procedure 
command package. An appropriate embedded module is 
called on a module calling trigger 60 Specified in embedded 
module defining information 20 according to an embedded 
module calling process 80. The evaluation style cited 
earlier is an attribute of an embedded module which means 
either Sequential processing of pieces of data one after 
another at each calling time of the embedded module or 
processing of a plurality of pieces of data in one time calling 
of the embedded module with results of the processing 
returned as a Set. 

0.038 Next, the configuration of a database management 
System 1 provided by the present invention is explained by 
referring to FIG. 1. 

0039. As shown in the figure, a database management 
method adopted in the database management System 1 
provided by the present invention comprises preproceSS 
processing 10 carried out prior to execution of a user inquiry 
2 and user inquiry execution processing 11 for implementing 
the execution of the user inquiry 2. In the preproceSS 
processing 10, a user inquiry 2 made by the user is received 
and analyzed in order to create execution procedure com 
mand package for use in the execution of the user inquiry 2. 
The preprocess processing 10 includes a user inquiry analy 
sis 110 for analyzing the Syntax and the meaning of the input 
user inquiry 2, an ADT function analysis 120, a non-ADT 
function called embedded module analysis 130 and an 
execution procedure command package creating process 
140. 

0040 Carried out in the ADT function analysis 120 is the 
Selection of a procedure for calling an embedded module 
based on an evaluation Style included in the embedded 
module defining information 20 for an ADT function speci 
fied in the user inquiry 2 which is clarified as a result of the 
user inquiry analysis 110. The result of the selection influ 
ences the execution procedure command package creating 
process 140. 

0041. In the non-ADT function called embedded module 
analysis 130, embedded module calling information 40, that 
is, information on an embedded module 90 to be called on 
a module calling trigger included in the embedded module 
defining information 20, is prepared in accordance with the 
type of data manipulation for implementing the user inquiry 
2 Such as the Search, insert, delete or update operations. The 
embedded module calling information 40 is added to the 
execution procedure command package 30. In the execution 
procedure command package creating proceSS 140, the 
execution procedure command package 30, to which the 
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embedded module calling information 40 was added, is 
created in accordance with the results of the analyses done 
So far. 

0042. The embedded module defining information 20 
including, among other data, a module calling trigger and an 
evaluation Style for an embedded module is cataloged in the 
database management System by the user when the user 
defines an ADT. A dictionary for holding a variety of 
definition information can be used as a cataloging Storage 
means of the embedded module defining information 20. 
0043. As shown in FIG. 1, the user inquiry execution 
processing 11 includes DB access functions 70 for referenc 
ing and updating information Such as table data 4 and index 
data 5, execution control 50 for implementing database 
processing by calling a DB access function 70 which keeps 
up with any of commands in the execution procedure 
command package 30 created in the execution procedure 
command package creating proceSS 140 at all times and an 
embedded module calling process 80 for calling an embed 
ded module 90 on a module calling trigger Specified in the 
execution procedure command package 30 or the embedded 
module calling information 40. It should be noted that an 
embedded module 90 is built in when the user has defined 
an ADT function 

0044) There are some embedded modules 90 that have a 
function for accessing a dedicated resource Such as dedi 
cated index data. The execution control 50 and the DB 
access functions 70 each have a calling window 60. 
0045. If the calling window 60 of a DB access function 
70 is found Specified in a module calling trigger of the 
embedded module calling information 40 in the course of 
database processing, the embedded module 90 correspond 
ing to the DB access function 70 is called through the 
embedded module calling process 80. In the mechanism 
described above, an embedded module associated with a 
module calling trigger Specified by the embedded module 
defining information 20 can be called even if the module 
calling trigger is not described explicitly as an ADT function 
in the user inquiry 2. 
0046 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an embodiment of the 
structure of the embedded module defining information 20. 
AS shown in the figure, the embedded module defining 
information 20 includes a module calling trigger for each 
embedded module 90 on which the embedded module 90 is 
to be called. The embedded module defining information 20 
also indicates an evaluation Style in which a result of 
evaluation is to be returned. 

0047 The embedded module defining information 20 
includes as many embedded module defining information 
records 21 as embedded modules 90. Each of the embedded 
module defining information records 21 includes an embed 
ded module name 22, an ADT name 23, an embedded 
module type 24, a calling ADT function name 25, an 
evaluation Style 26 and a module calling trigger 27 for each 
embedded module. 

0048. The ADT name 23 indicates what operation of the 
ADT is to be implemented when the embedded module 
identified by the embedded module name 22 is called, that 
is, what operation carried out on the ADT causes the 
embedded module to be called. If the embedded module 
associated with the ADT name 23 is called for implementing 
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an ADT function explicitly described in a user inquiry 2, the 
user catalogs the embedded module by specifying “ADT 
function called” as the embedded module type 24. In this 
case, an ADT function name related to the embedded 
module name 22 is specified as the calling ADT function 
name 25. 

0049. If results of the calling of an embedded module are 
to be returned as a Set, "Set evaluation' is specified as the 
evaluation style 26. If the object of evaluation in the calling 
of an embedded module is one piece of ADT data on a line, 
on the other hand, “Sequential evaluation' is Specified as the 
evaluation style 26. The evaluation style 26 serves as an 
important Selection reference of a procedural model of the 
execution procedure command package 30 when the user 
inquiry 2 is analyzed and the execution procedure command 
package 30 is created by the preprocess processing 10. 

0050. In the case of “ADT function called” specified as 
the embedded module type 24, "As function' is specified as 
the module calling trigger 27 to imply that the embedded 
module 90 identified by the embedded module name 22 is 
called at “the execution time of the ADT function” described 
in the user inquiry 2. If the embedded module 90 identified 
by the embedded module name 22 is called on a module 
calling trigger other than the execution of an ADT function, 
on the other hand, “Non-ADT function called” is specified 
as the embedded module type 24. In the case of Such an 
embedded module, information on a module calling trigger 
thereof is specified as the module calling trigger 27 and 
nothing is Specified as the calling ADT function name 25 and 
the evaluation style 26. 
0051. An example of a user interface which is used when 
the user catalogs embedded module defining information is 
given below. The example is written for the embedded 
module defining information shown in FIG. 2. 

adtmodule text { 
ADT name : TEXT, 
p text contains { 

embedded module type : ADT function called, 
ADT function name : CONTAINS, 
evaluation style : set evaluation, 
embedded module calling trigger: AS FUNCTION 

p text at insert { 
embedded module type : 
non ADT function called, 
embedded module calling trigger: AS INSERT TRIGGER 

p text at delete { 
embedded module type : 
non ADT function called, 
embedded module calling trigger: AS DELETE 

TRIGGER 

0.052 In the example of the embedded module defining 
information shown in FIG. 2, the embedded module with 
the embedded module name “p text contains” is called to 
implement an ADT function with the name “contains” and 
returns evaluation results as a Set. The embedded module 
with the embedded module name “p text at insert” is 
called at an insertion time of text data. The module calling 
trigger "AS INSERT TRIGGER' means that the text inser 
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tion is the occasion of a module calling trigger. On the other 
hand, the embedded module with the embedded module 
name “p text at delete” is called at a deletion time of a 
line including text data. The module calling trigger 
“AS DELETE TRIGGER' means that the deletion of the 
line including the text data is the occasion of a module 
calling trigger. 
0053. The following is a list of module calling triggers 
which includes module calling triggers other than 
“AS FUNCTION”, “AS INSERT TRIGGER" and “AS 
DELETE TRIGGER”. 

0054 (1) AS FUNCTION: At invocation of an ADT 
function 

0055) (2) AS INSERT TRIGGER: At insertion of 
ADT data 

0056 (3) AS DELETE TRIGGER: At deletion of 
ADT data 

0057 (4) AS UPDATE TRIGGER: At updating of 
ADT data 

0058 (5) AS DROP TABLE TRIGGER: At deletion 
of a table 

0059 (6) AS BEGIN TRANSACTION: At the start 
of a transaction 

0060) (7) AS PREPARE COMMIT. At preparation of 
a commit 

0061 (8) AS COMMIT. At a commit 
0062 (9) AS START ROLLBACK TRIGGER: At 
the Start of a transaction rollback processing 

0063 (10) AS TERMINATE ROLLBACK TRIG 
GER: At the completion of a transaction rollback 
processing 

0064) (11) AS START SYSTEM TRIGGER: At the 
Start of the System 

0065 (12) AS TERMINATE SYSTEM TRIGGER: 
At the end of the system 

0066 (13) AS START RECOVERY TRIGGER: At 
the Start of a recovery 

0067 (14) AS TERMINATE RECOVERY TRIG 
GER: At the end of a recovery 

0068 (15) AS START PROCESS TRIGGER: At the 
Start of a process 

0069 (16) AS TERMINATE PROCESS TRIGGER: 
At the end of a proceSS 

0070 (18) AS CLOSE SESSION TRIGGER: At the 
end of a Session 

0071 (19) ASCURSOR OPEN TRIGGER: At the 
time the cursor is opened 

0072 (20) AS CURSOR CLOSE TRIGGER: At 
the time the cursor is closed 

0073 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a flowchart of a 
typical analysis processing carried out in the ADT function 
analysis 120 for an ADT function described after the 
WHERE clause. To be more specific, the figure shows an 
analysis of an ADT function (after the WHERE clause), and 
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partial processing carried out in an ADT function Sub 
analysis 121 of the ADT function analysis 120 wherein a 
procedural model of an execution procedure command pack 
age after the WHERE clause is selected in accordance with 
the evaluation style 26 specified in the embedded module 
defining information 20. There are two procedural models 
which can be Selected. One of the procedural models pro 
vides a procedure for taking results of execution of an 
embedded module one after another and carrying out data 
manipulation thereon through one time calling of an embed 
ded module. According to a procedure provided by the other 
procedural model, on the other hand, the pieces of data are 
fetched one after another and an embedded module is 
executed for each of the pieces of data. 
0.074 As shown in the figure, the flowchart begins with 
Step 122 to acquire the embedded module defining informa 
tion 20 for an ADT function appearing after the WHERE 
clause of the user inquiry which was obtained as a result of 
the processing carried out in the user inquiry analysis 110 
shown in FIG. 1. The calling ADT function names 25 of the 
embedded module defining information 20 are searched for 
an entry 21 that matches the ADT function described in the 
user inquiry 2, that is, by using the ADT function described 
on the user inquiry 2 as a key. 
0075) The flow then goes on to step 123 at which the 
evaluation Style in the embedded module defining informa 
tion is identified. If the evaluation style is found to be a set 
evaluation, that is, if the outcome of step 123 is YES, the 
flow proceeds to Step 124 to Select a procedural model 
“Manipulation of each piece of data after set acquisition.” 
This procedural model provides a procedure for fetching 
evaluation results of an embedded module obtained as a Set, 
one after another, and carrying out data evaluation described 
after the SELECT clause on each of the results. 

0.076 If the evaluation style is found to be a sequential 
evaluation, that is, if the outcome of step 123 is NO, on the 
other hand, the flow proceeds to step 125 to select a 
procedural model "Manipulation of data after Sequential 
acquisition of one line data.” This procedural model pro 
vides a procedure for applying evaluation to one piece of 
line data obtained by Sequentially accessing table data or 
accessing indeX data Such as B-tree indeX information 
through the calling of an embedded module. According to 
the conventional method, Step 125 is always taken, that is, 
the procedural model "Manipulation of data after Sequential 
acquisition of one line data' is the only one available. In the 
method provided by the present invention, on the other hand, 
a set evaluation embedded module for step 124 may be used 
depending upon the evaluation Style. 
0077. The flow then continues from step 124 or 125 to 
step 126 at which embedded module calling information to 
be added to execution procedure command package in the 
creation proceSS is Stored in a memory. 
0078 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a flowchart of typical 
processing carried out in the non-ADT function called 
embedded module analysis 130. In the non-ADT function 
called embedded module analysis 130, information for call 
ing an embedded module at a module calling trigger other 
than the execution of an ADT function is Stored in a memory. 
The information for calling the embedded module is based 
on information on a module calling trigger described in the 
embedded module defining information 20 by the user 
inquiry 2. 
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0079. As shown in the figure, the flowchart begins with 
Step 131 to form a judgment as to whether or not the user 
inquiry 2 is a request for an operation to update data. If the 
user inquiry 2 is not a request for an operation to update data, 
that is, if the outcome of the judgment formed at step 131 is 
NO, the flow goes on to step 135 to form a judgment as to 
whether or not an embedded module to be called at a module 
calling trigger described in the user inquiry 2 exists. In other 
words, the embedded module defining information is 
Searched for the module calling trigger. If the embedded 
module to be called does not exist, that is, if the outcome of 
the judgment formed at step 135 is NO, the flow goes on to 
step 136 at which the processing is ended. If the embedded 
module to be called exists, that is, if the outcome of the 
judgment formed at step 135 is YES, on the other hand, the 
flow goes on to Step 134 at which information for calling an 
embedded module is stored in a memory. The information 
for calling the embedded module is based on pieces of data 
of the embedded module defining information searched for 
at step 135. 
0080) If the user inquiry 2 is found to be a request for an 
operation to update data at Step 131, that is, if the outcome 
of the judgment formed at step 131 is YES, on the other 
hand, the flow goes on to Step 132 to form a judgment as to 
whether or not the data to be manipulated is ADT data. If the 
data to be manipulated is not ADT data, that is, if the 
outcome of the judgment formed at step 132 is NO, the flow 
goes on to Step 136 at which the processing is ended. If the 
data to be manipulated is ADT data, that is, if the outcome 
of the judgment formed at step 132 is YES, on the other 
hand, the flow goes on to step 133 at which the embedded 
module defining information is Searched for a module call 
ing trigger for the operation to update the data and the ADT 
name. The flow then goes on to step 134 at which pieces of 
data of the embedded module defining information Searched 
for at step 133 are stored in a memory as information for 
calling the embedded module. The flow then goes on to Step 
136 at which the processing is ended. 
0081 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a flowchart of typical 
processing carried out in the execution procedure command 
package creating proceSS 140. AS shown in the figure, the 
flowchart begins with step 141 at which the selected proce 
dural model is prepared. The flow then goes on to Step 142 
at which execution procedure commands are created from a 
result of analyzing the user inquiry with the procedural 
model used as a base. The flow then proceeds to step 143 at 
which the ADT function analysis 121 for analyzing the ADT 
function after the WHERE clause and the non-ADT function 
called embedded module analysis 130 are carried out to 
create embedded module calling information. The creation 
of the embedded module calling information is based on the 
information for calling a module Stored in the memory 
earlier. The flow then continues to step 144 at which the 
embedded module calling information is added to the execu 
tion procedure commands created at Step 142. 
0082 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an example of the 
execution procedure command package and the embedded 
module calling information added thereto. In the user 
inquiry execution processing 11 shown in FIG. 1, proceSS 
ings 312 identified by processing numbers 311 in the execu 
tion procedure command package are executed Sequentially 
one after another. Each of the processings is executed by the 
DB access function 70 shown in FIG. 1 for the processing. 
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The additional embedded module calling information 313 is 
information on processing objects or the like of the proceSS 
ing 312. The embedded module calling information 313 
includes information pointing to relevant embedded module 
calling information, a table of access objects and informa 
tion on columns. The relevant embedded module calling 
information is denoted by reference numeral 1 in the 
example shown in FIG. 6. It is needless to say that the 
execution procedure command package shown in FIG. 6 is 
no more than an example. Instead of a table Structure as is 
the case with this example, the execution procedure com 
mand package can also have a binary format having typi 
cally a tree Structure. In addition, the expression of the 
relation with the module information is not limited to the 
additional embedded module calling information 313. 
0.083 FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a flowchart of typical 
processing carried out in the embedded module calling 
process 80. When a relation to the module information is 
encountered in the additional embedded module calling 
information 313 of the execution procedure command pack 
age shown FIG. 6 by the user inquiry execution processing 
11, or when the DB access function 70 reaches a calling 
window 60, processing is carried out in the embedded 
module calling process 80 as follows. 
0084. As shown in the figure, the processing begins with 
step 800 to form a judgment as to whether or not the 
processing is a data manipulation processing Such as an 
insert, delete or update operation. If the processing is found 
to be a data manipulation processing, that is, if the outcome 
of the judgment formed at step 800 is YES, the flow goes on 
to step 810 at which the ADT name of the object to be 
manipulated is acquired. The flow then proceeds to step 811 
to form a judgment as to whether or not an ADT is included 
in the data to be manipulated. If an ADT is not included in 
the data to be manipulated, that is if the outcome of the 
judgment formed at step 811 is NO, the flow continues to 
Step 820 at which the processing is ended. In this case, no 
embedded module is called. 

0085. If an ADT is found included in the data to be 
manipulated at step 811, that is, if the outcome of the 
judgment formed at step 811 is YES, on the other hand, the 
flow continues to step 812 at which one of the ADT names 
is fetched. This is because a plurality of ADTS may be 
included in the data to be manipulated. The flow then goes 
on to step 813 at which the embedded module calling 
information 40 added to the execution procedure command 
package 30 is retrieved by using a module calling trigger of 
the processing currently being carried out and the fetched 
ADT name. The flow then proceeds to step 814 to form a 
judgment as to whether or not relevant embedded module 
calling information 40 exists. If the relevant embedded 
module calling information 40 exists, that is, if the outcome 
of the judgment formed at step 814 is YES, the flow 
continues to step 815 at which an embedded module is called 
in accordance with the relevant embedded module calling 
information 40. If the relevant embedded module calling 
information 40 does not exist, that is, if the outcome of the 
judgment formed at step 814 is NO, on the other hand, the 
flow returns to step 811 to form a judgment as to whether or 
not another ADT is included in the data to be manipulated. 
0.086 If the processing is not a data manipulation pro 
cessing, that is, if the outcome of the judgment formed at 
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step 800 is NO, on the other hand, the flow goes on to step 
816 at which embedded module calling information 40 is 
acquired by using a module calling trigger in the current 
processing as a key. A plurality of pieces of embedded 
module calling information 40 may be acquired. In this case, 
an embedded module associated with each piece of embed 
ded module calling information 40 is called. To put it in 
more detail, first of all, the flow goes on to step 817 of the 
flowchart to form a judgment as to whether or not a piece of 
embedded module calling information 40 exists. If no piece 
of embedded module calling information 40 exists, that is, if 
the outcome of the judgment formed at step 817 is NO, the 
flow goes on to Step 820 at which the processing is ended. 
If a piece of embedded module calling information 40 exists, 
that is, if the outcome of the judgment formed at step 817 is 
YES, on the other hand, the flow proceeds to step 818 at 
which one piece of embedded module calling information is 
fetched. The flow then goes on to step 819 at which the 
embedded module associated with the embedded module 
calling information 40 fetched at step 818 is called. The flow 
then goes on to Step 817 to form a judgment as to whether 
or not a piece of embedded module calling information 40 
is left to determine if another embedded module remains to 
be called. 

0087. In the method described above, with the embedded 
module calling information 40 used as a base, by using 
relevant module calling triggerS and ADTS, an embedded 
module not related to an ADT function, that is, a non-ADT 
function called embedded module, is also called as well. 

0088 Next, the embodiment described by referring to 
FIG. 1 is used as a base for explaining in detail a user 
embedded module through actual commands with reference 
to FIGS. 8 to 11. 

0089 FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram used for describ 
ing typical processing of a Search operation. As a user 
inquiry 2, an SQL statement “SELECT C1 FROM T1 
WHERE CONTAINS (TEXT C, “OLYMPIC)” is used as 
a request to fetch values of a C1 column of lines including 
a character string “OLYMPIC” in the data of a TEXT C 
column from a table T. Sentences are Stored as values of text 
type data and the text type of the data is an ADT CON 
TAINS is an ADT function of the text type data. The 
operation of CONTAINS is to evaluate whether or not a 
specified character string (that is, “OLYMPIC” in the above 
SQL statement) is included in the data of the specified text 
type column (that is, TEXTC in the above SQL statement). 
0090. It is obvious from the embedded module defining 
information 20 shown in the figure that the name of an 
embedded module for implementing the ADT function is 
p text contains, the evaluation result of which is to be 

returned as a Set as indicated by “Set evaluation’ Specified as 
the evaluation style thereof. The p text contains embed 
ded module executes the above function by accessing a 
dedicated Sentence indeX data 5 defined in the Specified 
TEXT C column. 
0091 Since the evaluation style of the embedded module 
defining information 20 is “set evaluation', in the preprocess 
processing 10, "Manipulation of each piece of data after Set 
acquisition' is Selected as a procedural model which corre 
sponds to step 124 shown in FIG. 3. In this case, execution 
procedure command package 30 and the embedded module 
defining information 40 like the ones shown in the figure are 
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created. Arrows 7 shown in the figure each point to a 
location to which the contents of the embedded module 
defining Then, in the execution control 50, the user inquiry 
is processed as follows. The execution control flow begins 
with Step 511 at which the p text contains embedded 
module 90 is called in accordance with a command "(1) Call 
an embedded module' of the execution procedure command 
package 30 and the related embedded module calling infor 
mation 40. The p text contains embedded module 90 
accesses the sentence index data 5 defined in the TEXT C 
column, returning information on lines (or line descriptors) 
as evaluation results in a set format. In FIG. 8, the evalu 
ation result set is denoted by reference numeral 91. The 
execution control flow then goes on to Step 512 to form a 
Judgment as to whether or not an evaluation result exists. If 
an evaluation result is not empty, that is, if the outcome of 
the judgment formed at step 512 is YES, the execution 
control flow proceeds to step 513 at which a line descriptor 
is fetched in accordance with a command "(2) Fetch an 
evaluation result of the execution procedure command 
package 30. 

0092. The execution control flow then goes on to step 514 
at which the value of the specified data (of the column C1) 
is fetched by using the line descriptor in accordance with a 
command “(3) Fetch the column value” of the execution 
procedure command package 30. The value of the Specified 
data (of the column C1) is fetched by accessing table data 4 
by using the DB access function 70. In the figure, the 
“sentence m'71 is the fetched value. The execution control 
flow then proceeds to step 515 at which the fetched value of 
the specified data (of the column C1) is displayed to the user. 
The execution control flow then returns to step 512 at which 
Similar processing is carried out for another evaluation 
result. When the evaluation result is found to be empty at 
Step 512, that is, if the outcome of the judgment formed at 
step 512 is NO, the execution control flow proceeds to step 
516 at which the execution control processing is ended. 
Finally, results 6 are output to the user. 

0093. As described above, an embedded module which 
returns evaluation results as a Set can also be used for 
implementing an ADT function. By creating an appropriate 
execution procedure command package, Such an embedded 
module can be executed for implementing an ADT function. 
0094 FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram used for describ 
ing another Search operation. As a user inquiry 2, an SQL 
Statement “SELECT C1 FROM T1 WHERE WCG 
(TEXT C, 1000)” is used as a request to fetch values on a 
C1 column of lines with a number of words in the data of a 
TEXT C column exceeding 1,000 from a table T. The 
TEXT C column is a data type similar to that of the example 
and defined as a text type (which is an ADT type). WCG is 
an ADT function of the text type data. The operation of 
WCG is to evaluate whether or not the number of words in 
the data of the specified text type column (that is, TEXT C 
in the above SQL statement) exceeds the specified number 
which is 1,000 in this example. 

0095. It is obvious from the embedded module defining 
information 20 shown in the figure that the name of an 
embedded module for implementing the ADT function is 
p text wordcount greater, the object to be processed of 

which is a piece of ADT data as indicated by “sequential 
evaluation' specified as the evaluation style thereof. The 
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p text wordcount greater embedded module executes the 
above function by reading in the TEXT type data and 
counting the number of words included in the data. 
0096. Since the evaluation style of the embedded module 
defining information 20 is “sequential evaluation', in the 
preprocess processing 10, "Manipulation of data after 
Sequential acquisition of one line data' is Selected as a 
procedural model which corresponds to step 125 shown in 
FIG. 3. In this case, execution procedure command package 
30 and embedded module defining information 40 like the 
ones shown in the figure are created. Arrows 7 shown in the 
figure each point to a location to which the contents of the 
embedded module defining information are related. 
0097. Then, in the execution control 50, the user inquiry 
is processed as follows. The execution control flow begins 
with step 521 to form a judgment as to whether or not lines 
to be fetched remain. Initially, a line or lines remain to be 
fetched, that is, the outcome of the first judgment formed at 
step 521 is YES. In this case, the execution control flow goes 
on to step 522 at which a line to be evaluated is fetched in 
accordance with a command "(1) Fetch a line” of the 
execution procedure command package 30. 
0098. The execution control flow then goes on to step 523 
at which the p text wordcount greater embedded module 
90 is called in accordance with a command “(2) Call an 
embedded module' of the execution procedure command 
package 30 and the relevant embedded module calling 
information. The p text wordcount greater embedded 
module evaluates the data of the specified ADT column of 
a line and returns TRUE or FALSE as an evaluation result. 
The execution control flow then goes on to step 524 to find 
out whether or not the evaluation result is TRUE or FALSE. 
If the evaluation result is found FALSE, the execution 
control flow returns to step 521 to evaluate the next unevalu 
ated line. If the evaluation result is found TRUE, on the other 
hand, the execution control flow proceeds to step 525 at 
which the value of the specified command “(3) Fetch a 
column value' of the execution procedure command pack 
age 30. The specified data is fetched by accessing the table 
data 4 using the DB access function 70 as is the case with 
the example shown in FIG.8. In FIG.9, the “sentence m'71 
is the fetched value. The execution control flow then goes on 
to step 526 at which the data of the C1 column is displayed 
to the user as an output result 6. 
0099 AS described above, an embedded module which 
evaluates data piece by piece can also be used. By creating 
an appropriate execution procedure command package, Such 
an embedded module can be executed for implementing an 
ADT function. 

0100 FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram used for 
describing an insert operation. As a user inquiry 2, an SQL 
statement “INSERT INTO T1 WHERE VALUES(100, 
TEXT(“- - - ))" is used as a request to catalog (insert) new 
data into a table T1. The ADT function TEXT is a construc 
tor function of text type data for generating a text instance 
(a data value). It is obvious from the embedded module 
defining information 20 that, the calling of the p text at 
insert embedded module 90 is triggered by the insertion of 

a line containing a text type column as indicated by AS IN 
SERT TRIGGER specified as a module calling trigger. 
0101. In the preprocess processing 10, the execution 
procedure command package 30 and embedded module 
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defining information 40 like the ones shown in the figure are 
created. Arrows 7 shown in the figure each point to a 
location to which the contents of the embedded module 
defining information are related. Then, in the execution 
control 50, the user inquiry is processed as follows. The 
execution control flow begins with step 531 at which a line 
of table data is inserted in accordance with a command "(1) 
Insert a line' of the execution procedure command package 
30. The line is inserted by the DB access function 70, strictly 
Speaking, by a table data (line) inserting function. The DB 
access function 70 is used for adding data to the table data 
4. At the embedded module calling window 60 of the data 
insertion, the pa text at insert embedded module 90 is 
called in accordance with the embedded module calling 
information 40. The pa text at insert embedded module 
90 adds information on data of the added sentence to a 
Sentence indeX data 5 for the text type column. By mainte 
nance of the Sentence indeX data information by using 
the p text at insert embedded module 90, that is, by addi 
tion and deletion of information to the Sentence indeX data, 
the function of the CONTAINS function which has been 
explained by referring to FIG. 7 can be implemented. 

0102 FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram used for 
describing typical commit processing. The SQL Statement 
“COMMIT used as a user inquiry 2 is a request for a 
commitment of transactions made So far. It is obvious from 
the embedded module defining information 20 that the 
p_text at commit embedded module 90 is called at a 
commit module calling trigger as indicated by the Specifi 
cation of AS COMMIT as a module calling trigger. 
0103) In the preprocess processing 10, the execution 
procedure command package 30 and embedded module 
defining information 40 like the ones shown in the figure are 
created. Arrows 7 shown in the figure each point to a 
location to which the contents of the embedded module 
defining information are related. Then, in the execution 
control 50, the user inquiry is processed as follows. The 
execution control flow begins with step 541 at which com 
mit processing is carried out in accordance with a command 
"(1) Execute commit processing” of the execution procedure 
command package 30. The commit processing is imple 
mented in transaction processing 70. At the embedded 
module calling window 60 of the transaction processing 70, 
the p text at commit embedded module 90 is called in 
accordance with the embedded module calling information 
40. In this case, the p text at commit embedded module 
90 terminates the exclusive control of the sentence index 
data 5 for the text type column and carries out other 
processing. 

0104. It is needless to say that the termination of the 
exclusive control of the Sentence indeX data 5 is no more 
than an example and does not prescribe or define the 
function of the embedded module 90. From the function 
point of view, it is desirable to call an embedded module 
having a function for maintaining information Such as 
Special index data (for example, Sentence index data) and a 
data resource for Supporting an operation of a relevant ADT 
function on a module calling trigger other than AS FUNC 
TION Such as the commit module calling trigger. The 
function of an embedded module 90, module calling triggers 
and other attributes are entrusted to the user who defines the 
ADT. 
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0105. As described above, according to the present 
invention, by cataloging the evaluation Style of an embedded 
module in advance in a database System and Selecting a 
procedural model according to the cataloged evaluation Style 
at a time of the creation of an execution procedure command 
package, an embedded module which returns results of 
evaluation as a Set can be executed by properly creating the 
execution procedure command package. 
0106. In addition, by cataloging module calling triggers 
of an adding module information regarding module calling 
triggers to an execution procedure command package, the 
embedded module can be called even on module calling 
triggers other than the calling of the associated ADT func 
tion. Furthermore, with the capabilities described above, it is 
possible to define an ADT function that treats dedicated 
indeX data or other information as an implementation means. 
These all imply that it is possible to provide a database 
management System which allows an ADT with a greater 
variety of functions than the conventional ADT to be 
defined. 

0107 Although the present invention has been described 
above along with the preferred embodiments disclosed, one 
of ordinary skill in the art would be enabled by this disclo 
Sure to make various modifications to the preferred embodi 
ments and Still be within the Scope and Spirit of the present 
invention as recited in the appended claims. 

In the claims: 

1. A database processing method used in a database 
management System wherein a user inquiry about contents 
of a database made by the user is analyzed, an execution 
procedure command package is created in accordance with 
results of analyzing Said user inquiry and database proceSS 
ing is carried out in accordance with Said execution proce 
dure command package, Said method comprising: 

cataloging information on a format of execution results of 
an embedded module implementing an operation of a 
built-in data type in Said database management System 
when the user defines Said built-in data type, and 

Selecting either a procedure for executing Said embedded 
module for each piece of desired data composing Said 
database or a procedure for acquiring a plurality of 
execution results output by execution of Said embedded 
module in accordance with information on Said format 
of Said execution results. 

2. A database processing method used in a database 
management System wherein a user inquiry about contents 
of a database made by the user is analyzed, an execution 
procedure command package is created in accordance with 
results of analyzing Said user inquiry and database proceSS 
ing is carried out in accordance with Said execution proce 
dure command package, Said method comprising: 

cataloging information on module calling triggers of 
embedded modules each implementing an operation of 
a built-in data type in Said database management Sys 
tem when the user defines Said built-in data type; 

adding information on embedded modules to be called on 
relevant module calling triggerS obtained from Said 
information on module calling triggers of Said embed 
ded modules to Said execution procedure command 
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package when Said user inquiry made by the user is 
analyzed and Said execution procedure command pack 
age is created; and 

executing Said embedded modules on Said relevant mod 
ule calling triggerS Specified in Said information on 
embedded modules added to Said execution procedure 
command package when database processing is carried 
out in accordance with Said execution procedure com 
mand package. 

3. A database processing System comprising: 
means for Storing information on an evaluation Style of an 
embedded module which implements an operation of a 
user-defined data type and information on module 
calling triggerS for calling the embedded module, 

means for Selecting the evaluation Style upon creation fo 
an execution procedure command package; 

means for adding information on the embedded module at 
a time when a user inquiry is made; and 

means for calling the embedded module on module call 
ing triggers when database processing is carried out in 
accordance with the execution procedure command 
package. 

4. The System according to claim 3, wherein the evalua 
tion Style corresponds to one of line evaluation and Set 
evaluation. 

5. A database management System comprising: 
preprocess processing means for creating an execution 

procedure command package; and 
execution processing means for obtaining data according 

to a predefined evaluation Style, the execution control 
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means obtaining data from a dedicated indeX data via 
an embedded module calling process. 

6. A database management System according to claim 5, 
wherein the preproceSS processing means receives a user 
inquiry and embedded module defining information and 
performs user inquiry analysis, abstract data type (ADT) 
function analysis and non-ADT function analysis. 

7. A database management System according to claim 5, 
wherein the execution processing means operates module 
calling triggerS contained in embedded module defining 
information which is received by the preproceSS processing 
CS. 

8. A database management System according to claim 6, 
wherein the execution processing means operates module 
calling triggerS contained in the embedded module defining 
information. 

9. A database management System according to claim 5, 
wherein the embedding module calling proceSS determines if 
data manipulation is necessary and acquires abstract data 
type (ADT) information if data manipulation is necessary 
and acquires a module calling trigger if data manipulation is 
not necessary. 

10. A database management System according to claim 8, 
wherein the embedding module calling proceSS determines if 
data manipulation is necessary and acquires ADT informa 
tion if data manipulation is necessary and acquires a module 
calling trigger if data manipulation is not necessary. 

11. A database management System according to claim 7, 
wherein the embedding module calling proceSS determines if 
data manipulation is necessary and acquires ADT informa 
tion if data manipulation is necessary and acquires a module 
calling trigger if data manipulation is not necessary. 
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